Questions for Judge Anna - Can't find you on the
cabal's list of Judges?
Alot of people support this...more would.but Anna Bruce Doucette and others refuse
to answer basic as to who they are, who they work for and why they are tied to the
government..ana is has blood ties and titles..how is it that they just say..im a
judge?? These and many other questions need to be answered. Most of all why
there are warnings from other people to stay away from Bruce as he is nothing but
trouble....if all is honest..there should be no reason,why transparency into who these
self proclaimed judges can't be had and that ALL questions be answered truthfully
and completely .

Judge Anna Answers
We HAVE answered and answered truthfully and completely, but as these comments
clearly show other people are not bothering to read those answers clearly stated by
us and by Public Law and in Congressional Records.
Yes, I have a very foreign given name, but no foreign "titles"--- the kingdom that
issued those titles is long gone. It ceased to exist in 1918--- though some Americans
obviously haven't heard about the end of the Civil War much less World War I.
My Mother's family have been here since the 1840's, my Father's Mother's family,
too, and his Father was born in Europe and emigrated prior to World War 1.
So WHAT? Anyone want to come fight me over being an "American"??? All you
Olsons and Johnsons and DeSilvas and Geraghtys and Van Helgens and SmythJoneses and Whitsuns and Pulaskis and Ortegas? Are you "questioners" so clueless
that you haven't noticed that everyone in this country including the "Native
Americans" originally came from somewhere else??? And so, why the supposed
"issue" about my name?
There is no issue. I was born in Wisconsin in 1956, third generation on one side,
fourth generation on the other and you and all the others who still haven't heard The
Big News can go to Clark County Wisconsin and stare at the records until you are all
blue in the face. Then, if you have any sense or decency you can be ashamed.
Very ashamed.

Ditto the idiotic rumor that I am an "agent" of the Vatican. Did I EVER say anything
to that effect EVER? The Vatican came into existence in 1929. How are they
involved in something that happened in 1845???
What do the documents I signed actually say? I acted as private attorney for the
Pope to inform his employees that they are doing things all wrong.
Anyone here disagree with that analysis of how the government corporations are
functioning?
I get no paycheck from the Vatican nor from the Holy See for doing this task. It
was the same task I was pursuing when we went to Rome and it is the same task
afterward--- with the important difference that the ultimate CEO of all these
corporations AGREED with us that his employees are not performing their jobs
correctly and need to full stop and reverse their course in order to avoid liquidation
of their corporate charters.
There are many ways to correct an organization that is malfunctioning-- in this case,
the bank-run "governmental services corporations" are preying upon the people they
are supposed to serve.
I already wasted years of my life griping to local, state, and federal officials so I took
it to their Boss of Bosses.
And he fully agreed with us and has used the power of his office to undertake
correction.
End of story. This is not a job. It is a mission: return American assets to the
American People, honor the actual Constitution, get these banks and governmental
services corpiorations back in line and end the criminal abuses that have been
indulged in by the banks and lawyers.
Now, if any one of you want to be harassed and beaten and otherwise abused by
armed commercial mercenaries operating under color of law---- just raise your
hands.
If any of you want the value of your money and labor devalued to Third World
standards--- raise your hands.
If any of you want to lose title to your homes, lands, and businesses--- raise your
hands.
If anyone here wants the British Crown Corporation to own the copyright to your
given name--- and therefore a claim to "own" you as chattel backing their debts--raise your hands.
If anyone here wants the actual Constitution and its guarantees "vacated" so that it
no longer exists except as a historical document---- raise your hands.
If anybody wants to live as a slave subject to the whims of a "Congress" functioning
as the Board of Directors of a bankrupt "governmental services corporation"--either
the Federal Reserve version doing business as THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

INC. or the IMF's version doing business as the UNITED STATES, INC.----- just let
me know.
I will make sure that your body, your labor, your home, land, children, businesses,
heirlooms, share of public resources, credit, and everything else that is attached to
your given name is either "donated" to these charming gentlemen and their banker
masters or claimed by these same international vermin as "abandoned property".
After all, the actual Constitution hasn't been vacated thanks to the efforts of me and
Bruce Doucette and others--- and it guarantees your UNLIMITED right to contract.
All those who want to accuse us of anything can go line up for the cattle cars that
FEMA has waiting. You can go to work as commercial mercenaries operating in
violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act and herd your friends and neighbors
into those cattle cars--- until it is your turn to go.
You can all go to Hell as far as I am concerned. God gave you free will. I won't stand
in your way. Whatever you choose is good by me.
My only duty as a Christian is stand up and tell you what is going on and do my best
to make sure that you HAVE a choice and that you are aware of what your choices
are.
If you don't want to believe all the Public Records we have presented already to back
up what we've told you or are just too lazy to do any thinking or observing or
research to confirm things for yourselves, that's okay, too.
I am not here to run your life or seal your fate. I am only here to make sure I can
look myself in the eye each morning and to do all that I can to protect my friends,
neighbors, and countrymen--As for being "judges" most of you don't know what a judge is or how anything
related to judicial services are supposed to work. You think that Bruce and I and
others have set ourselves up as judges over you, but in fact, we have reclaimed
Public Offices that are OWED to you, so that the Public Court System can be
resurrected and the American Common Law Courts are functioning again.
Instead of standing around asking accusatory questions of us you ought to be
reading everything we have already written and provided to explain this situation
and THEN asking whatever questions are left.
My husband and I issued an official signed and witnessed affidavit of probable cause
last June and published it on Amazon.com. It is called "You Know Something Is
Wrong When....An American Affidavit of Probable Cause". It contains all the history,
all the references needed. And if that's not enough there is also Disclosure 101 with
eleven typewritten pages of references to public documents you can check out for
yourself as "proof" of what I and the others have brought forward.
Now--- this is the FINAL time I am answering anything about who I am or what I am
doing for anyone. Paul-- please put a flag on this post and if you get any more
"questions" of this ilk addressed to you say "See post number______". (Editors note.
It will be article # 186 at www.annavonreitz.com)

And as for all the "Questioners" out there, I challenge you to become "Answerers" -either that, or let me know of your desire to donate yourself and all your rights and
property interests to one of the bank-run governmental services corporations and I
will gladly cross your name off the list of Americans who are asserting their birthright
identity and reclaiming their estates and their lawful government on the land.
For all the "Questioners" who want to cast doubt and false accusations on me and Bruce Doucette---suggest that you all read "Lifting the Veil" by Timothy Silver (the information quoted below might jar you
loose) and watch the documentary "Merchants of Doubt".
From "Lifting the Veil" by Timothy Silver:
"On June 6th 2013, it was revealed that Barack Obama oversaw the largest infringement of the Fourth
Amendment in the history of the United States with the construction of a veritable surveillance state,
capable of tracking the movements and communications of every American citizen. We now know that
the NSA and United Kingdom counterpart GHCQ:

• Collect the domestic meta-data of both parties in a phone-call.109
• Set up fake internet cafes to steal data.110
• Have intercepted the phone calls of at least 35 world leaders, including allies
such as German Chancellor Angela Merkel.111
• Can tap into the underwater fiber-optic cables that carry a majority of the
world's internet traffic.112
• Track communications within media institutions such as Al Jazeera.113
• Have 'bugged' the United Nations headquarters.114
• Have set up a financial database to track international banking and credit card
transactions.115
• Collect and store over 200 million domestic and foreign text messages each
day.116
• Collect and have real-time access to browsing history, email, and social media
activity. To gain access, an analyst simply needs to fill out an on-screen form with
a broad justification for the search that is not reviewed by any court or NSA
personnel.117
"I, sitting at my desk, could wiretap anyone, from you or your accountant,
to a federal judge or even the president, if I had a personal email". –
Edward Snowden
• Create maps of the social networks of United States citizens.118
• Have access to smartphone app data.119
• Use spies in embassies to collect data, often by setting up 'listening stations' on
the roofs of buildings.120

• Use fake LinkedIn profiles and other doctored web pages to secretly install
surveillance software in unwitting companies and individuals.121
• Track reservations at upscale hotels.122
• Have intercepted the talking-points of world leaders before meetings with
Barack Obama.123
• Can crack encryption codes on cellphones.124
• Have implanted software on over 100,000 computers worldwide allowing
them to hack data without internet connection, using radio waves.125
• Have access to computers through fake wireless connections.126
• Monitor communications in online games such as World of Warcraft.127
• Intercept shipping deliveries and install back-door devices allowing access.128
• Have direct access to the data centers of Google, Yahoo and other major
companies.129
• Covertly and overtly infiltrate United States and foreign IT industries to weaken
or gain access to encryption, often by collaborating with software companies and
internet service providers themselves. They are also, according to an internal
document, "responsible for identifying, recruiting and running covert agents in the
global telecommunications industry."130
• Use “honey traps”, luring targets into compromising positions using sex.131
• Share raw intelligence data with Israel. Only official U.S. communications are
affected, and there are no legal limits on the use of the data from Israel.132
• Spy on porn habits of activists to discredit them.133
Possibly the most shocking revelation was made on February 24, 2014. Internal documents show that the
NSA is attempting to manipulate and control online discourse with “extreme tactics of deception and
reputation-destruction.”134 The documents revealed a top-secret unit known as the Joint Threat Research
Intelligence Unit, or JTRIG.
Two of the core self-identified purposes of JTRIG are to inject all sorts of false material onto the internet in
an effort to discredit a target, and to use social sciences such as psychology to manipulate online discourse
and activism in order to generate a desirable outcome. The unit posts false information on the internet
and falsely attributes it to someone else, pretend to be a 'victim' of a target they want to discredit,
and posts negative information on various forums. In some instances, to discredit a target, JTRIG
sends out 'false flag' emails to family and friends."
----End quote.
Remember what Will Rodgers said about taking wooden nickels and what your Grandma told you
about the difference between s#$t and shinola. And then ask yourself who benefits?
How am I and Bruce Doucette benefiting by saving the actual Constitution contract and enforcing it?
--- Except in the sense that all Americans benefit?
And how are the "federal corporations" benefiting? --- By creating and enforcing false claims
against everyone's labor and property interests and generating trillions of dollars worth of credit for
their own use in the process. By creating and controlling giant trust and pension funds for their own

use, which they employ to undermine other corporations and secure controlling ownership interests
in the Fortune 500 and virtually everything else, too.
Wake up! Daylight in the swamps!
--------------------------------------See this article and over 100 others on Anna's website here:www.annavonreitz.com

